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I’m delighted to be presenting you with our catalog featuring new titles publishing 
between September 2020 and March 2021. I hope you agree with me that these 
brilliant new books support our reputation, built up over 50 years, as the very best 
publisher of practical and inspirational art and craft titles.

It’s always difficult to choose favorites when we have best-sellers on every page, 
but I’d like to point out Rob Wareing’s Painting Portraits in Oils (page 12); Addictive 
– An Artist’s Sketchbook (page 13) by the brilliant Adebanji Alade; Essential Skills 
for Dressmakers from Debbie Shore in her Sewing Room Secrets series (page 25); 
Your Skirt, Your Way by Jenniffer Taylor (page 26); the exquisite Embroidered Birds 
and their Habitats by Judy Wilford (page 32) and Robyn Octopus & Friends by 
Claire Gelder (page 42).

In 2020 we celebrate our half century. It’s been a difficult year because of 
COVID-19 and as I write this we’re all still unclear as to the long-term effects it will 
have had on our lives and economy. We’ve always enjoyed working with the craft 
and book trade in the UK and overseas. I’d like to assure you that we value our 
retail friends and will always support you in any way we can.

Kind regards,

Martin de la Bedoyere 
Managing Director, Search Press Ltd

Welcome to the Search Press 2020/21 new titles catalog

celebrating 50 yearS of Search PreSS



For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.com

Art: W
atercoloursPopular artist and author Grahame Booth 

shows you how to paint nine wonderful snow 
scenes, using just three brushes and three 
colors.

 » Perfect for absolute beginners
 » Tackles a popular subject commonly thought 

to be too difficult for beginners
 » Part of a best-selling series which has sold 

over 46,000 copies.

Take Three Colours:  
Watercolour Snow Scenes
Grahame Booth
Start to paint with 3 colours, 3 brushes and 9 easy projects

In the same series: 
Watercolour Flowers 9781782215288
Watercolour Lakes & Rivers 9781782216971
Watercolour Landscapes 9781782212973
Watercolour Mountains 9781782216841

Watercolour Seascapes 9781782215271

December 2020 • 9781782216995 • $14.95/$17.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 64 pages

Grahame Booth is based in Belfast, Northern 
Ireland. His work is represented in private collections 
worldwide and in public collections in Ireland and 
the USA. 

This catalog lists our new titles up until February 2021.  
Visit www.searchpressusa.com for our full range of titles plus 

a catalog section including frontlist and backlist catalogs.
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: W
atercolours

Art: W
atercoloursAll the expert guidance and inspiration you 

need to paint beautiful watercolor flowers in 
one stunning book.

 » Includes 12 step-by-step projects
 » Top tips and techniques by four highly 

experienced watercolor flower artists
 » A reissue of a popular book in the best-

selling Painting Step-by-Step series which has 
sold over 106,000 copies.

 
Watercolour Flowers Step-by-Step
Wendy Tait, Jackie Barrass, Richard Bolton & Ann Mortimer

November 2020 • 9781782217848 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN
Paperback • 8 x 10 1/4in • 160 pages •

In the same series: 
Watercolour Landscapes Step-by-Step 9781782217855

Watercolour Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217800

Acrylic Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217817

Oil Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217824

Pastel Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217831

21

 Planning your painting
This is the most important stage. Whether or not you begin by using a little  pencil – 
I prefer not to – make sure you allow plenty of thinking time. This is something you 
learn with experience. The beginner will often be desperate to make a start, and will 
jump in without thinking, or will be panic-stricken at the sight of fresh white  paper 
and lose concentration. The answer is to study and plan out your composition in your 
head, as I do. If necessary, make a small ‘doodle’ of your idea on a piece of scrap paper. 

Study the fl owers well before you begin. Choose one fl ower, or a group that you like 
particularly, and begin to build your painting from there. Your main group of fl owers, 
or focal point, should be larger than those surrounding them, and should usually be 
positioned fairly low on the paper. As you complete your painting, your composition 
can always ‘grow’ outwards from this point. Half-close your eyes when looking at the 
subject, so that the details disappear. Think of your fl owers as light or dark shapes, and 
try not to make things too complicated.

I sometimes think that when I encourage them to dispense with a pencil, I am 
making it very hard for my students. Those who are brave enough to try must have an 
idea of what they are aiming for, and I know it may sometimes appear, wrongly, that I 
have no plan. A common mistake, when starting a  wet-in-wet  background, is to drop 
in colours haphazardly. I have a clear picture in my mind of where the colours are 
going to go before I begin.

I often like to make my main fl owers the lightest in  tone, so that contrasting darks 
can be slipped behind them in the fi nal stages to make them stand out.

 Summer Meadows
 Negative painting behind the 

white  daisies and  clover shows 
the  focal point in this painting. 

The fl owers that are further 
away are far softer in colour 

and tone.

Watercolour Flower Painting Step by Step Layout 4 TO PROD.indd   21 14/03/2017   12:39:03

Previously announced as August 2020

All the guidance and inspiration you need to 
paint landscapes in watercolor.

 » Includes nine step-by-step projects
 » Top tips and techniques by six leading 

watercolor artists and best-selling authors
 » A reissue of a popular book in the best-

selling Painting Step-by-Step series which has 
sold over 106,000 copies.

 
Watercolour Landscapes Step-by-Step
Geoff Kersey, Wendy Jelbert, Arnold Lowrey, Barry Herniman, Ray Campbell Smith & Joe Dowden

December 2020 • 9781782217855 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 x 10 1/4in • 160 pages •

In the same series: 
Watercolour Flowers Step-by-Step 9781782217848
Watercolour Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217800
Acrylic Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217817 
Oil Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217824
Pastel Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217831
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Consider the two paintings below. There’s no doubt that the one on 
the left looks like what it is supposed to be; green hills and pastures with a 
crisscrossing of dry stone walls and trees under a blue sky.

Now look at the painting on the right: the same scene, but what a 
difference when we apply some methods to create aerial perspective. First 
of all note how the sky is darker in tone at the top and lighter towards the 
skyline. Despite the fact that the distant hills on the photo were green, they 
have been painted in a pale blue-grey, the furthest hill indicated with the 
palest wash. A bit of light and atmosphere has been injected into the scene 
with the bright area in the centre, the tones gradually getting stronger and 
colours getting darker towards the foreground. Note how the distant trees are 
painted in softer, mistier shapes, becoming more clearly defi ned nearer the 
foreground. To emphasise this effect a hint of brown (a warmer colour) has 
been added to the nearer trees. Finally a few touches of detail: grasses, foliage 
etc., have been added to the foreground – remember that the nearer you are 
to something, the more detail you see.   

Now look at the painting below. Think about this simple scene and 
consider how both linear and aerial perspective have been used to create a 
feeling of depth and distance. 

In this simple scene, linear perspective has 
been used to take the lane right into the 

distance. All the lines created by the tops of 
the hedges, the bottoms of the hedges and 
edges of the track converge on the eye level 

in the distance. Also the trees gradually 
become smaller, less detailed and cooler in 

colour as they recede into the scene, thus 
employing aerial perspective as well.

Watercolour Landscapes S x S To Prod.indd   49 1/9/2014   11:49:46 AM

Previously announced as August 2020
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: W
atercolours

Art: W
atercoloursLearn to paint trees with this illustrated 

directory of species, from acer to zelkova.

 » Clear step-by-step sequences show you how 
to paint each tree

 » Includes 24 tree species
 » Useful detail is included on trees in different 

stages, from full foliage to winter outlines
 » Published in collaboration with the Royal 

Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Kew: The Watercolour A to Z  
of Trees and Foliage
Adelene Fletcher

October 2020 • 9781782219200 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages

An illustrated directory of techniques for painting 24 trees

In the same series: 
The Watercolour Flower Painter's A to Z 9781782216483

Adelene Fletcher trained as a textile designer 
at the Manchester College of Art before moving 
to London to pursue watercolor painting. She has 
exhibited at a number of venues, including the 
Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolours and the 
Royal Watercolour Society annual exhibition.

Master artist and best-selling author 
David Bellamy shares his ideas, approach, 
and techniques for painting the landscape 
throughout the year.

 » Includes six step-by-step projects
 » Insight, practical advice and inspiration from a 

master artist
 » David Bellamy covers the opportunities, 

challenges and surprises each season offers 
the landscape artist

 » Includes material previously published in 
David Bellamy's Winter Landscapes.

David Bellamy’s Landscapes  
through the Seasons in Watercolour
David Bellamy

November 2020 • 9781782218999 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 96 pages 

David Bellamy has always been fascinated by the 
world's wild places. Highly regarded as a teacher 
of art, he has a tremendous following among 
leisure painters, many of whom have attended his 
extremely popular courses and workshops both in 
the UK and overseas. 

Also by the author: 
Arctic Light 9781782214236 
Complete Guide to Watercolour Painting 9781844487349

Seas & Shorelines in Watercolour 9781782216728

Skies, Light and Atmosphere in Watercolour 9781844486779
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: W
atercolours

Art: W
atercoloursUnravel the mysteries of colour and learn how 

to be more confident with your watercolour 
choices.

 » Encourages readers to experiment with color 
mixing

 » Includes color charts accompanied by 
practical advice and step-by-step exercises

 » Julie Collins' Colour Mixing Guide: Watercolours 
has sold over 20,000 copies since publication.

 
Colour Demystified
Julie Collins

April 2021 • 9781782217978 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 144 pages 

A complete guide to mixing and using watercolours 

Also by the author: 
Colour Mixing Guide: Acrylics 9781782210559
Colour Mixing Guide: Oils 9781782210566
Colour Mixing Guide: Watercolour 9781782210542

Julie Collins has won numerous prestigious 
awards for her watercolor paintings, including first 
prize in the 2019 Watercolour Award at the Royal 
West of England Academy Annual Exhibition. Julie 
was elected an associate Member of the Society of 
Women Artists in August 2019.

An ideal beginner's guide to painting animals 
and birds in watercolor for artists who are 
short on time.

 » Each of the exercises can be completed  
in 30 minutes

 » Learn about color mixing, creating neutrals, 
mark-making, highlights and shadows

 » Includes tracings for the exercises, and for 
each of the three beautiful final projects.

Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes:  
Animals in Watercolour
Matthew Palmer

March 2021 • 9781782216858 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN   
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages (incl. 32 pages of tracings) 

Build your skills with quick & easy painting projects

In the same series: 
Boats & Harbours in Watercolour 9781782216285
Flowers in Watercolour 9781782215196
Landscapes in Watercolour 9781782214144
Landscapes in Acrylics 9781782216766
Mountain Scenes in Watercolour 9781782216865
Street Scenes in Watercolour 9781782214151
Trees & Woodlands in Watercolour 9781782215264

Matthew Palmer is a renowned demonstrator of 
watercolour painting, and his classes are particularly 
popular with beginners. He has many personal 
exhibitions, participates in several art shows and 
appears regularly on television as well as on his 
own internet-based art show.
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: Acrylics

Art: Acrylics

Learn to paint the landscape in 33 easy-to-
follow 30-minute exercises.

 » All the required tracings are included
 » Ideal if you want to learn to paint but are 

short on time
 » Build up your skills in easy stages.

Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: 
Landscapes in Acrylics
Barry Herniman

October 2020 • 9781782216766 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 • 128 pages (incl. 32 pages of tracings) 

Build your skills with quick & easy painting projects

In the same series: 
Animals in Watercolour 9781782216858
Boats & Harbours in Watercolour 9781782216285
Flowers in Watercolour 9781782215196
Landscapes in Watercolour 9781782214144
Mountain Scenes in Watercolour 9781782216865
Street Scenes in Watercolour 9781782214151
Trees & Woodlands in Watercolour 9781782215264

Barry Herniman is a full time artist who has 
been painting landscapes and seascapes for many 
years. He now travels extensively, both home and 
abroad, tutoring workshops and demonstrating to 
art clubs and societies and has had exhibitions in 
England, Canada and the USA. He is a regular 
contributor to The Artist magazine.

Previously announced as 
July 2020

Discover the joys of painting abstracts in 
acrylics with experienced artist and tutor Anita 
Hörskens.

 » Detailed guidance on techniques for adding 
texture, collage, composition, color, line, 
shape and pattern to your work

 » Includes 55 clear and accessible projects 
 » This highly practical book will build painting 

confidence.

 
Expressive Abstracts in Acrylic
Anita Hörskens

February 2021 • 9781782218470 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 • 160 pages

55 innovative projects, inspiration and techniques

Anita Hörskens lives and works as a freelance 
artist and runs her own painting school in 
Pfaffenhofen an der Ilm in Bavaria.

Related titles: 
Abstract Acrylics 9781782216506
Abstracts: Techniques & Textures 9781844489558
Abstracts: 50 Inspirational Projects 9781844487158
Realistic Abstracts  9781844485604
Abstract Nature 9781782212386
Painting Abstracts 9781844483365
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.com

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

The world's finest art and craft books

Art: Oils/Pastels/M
ixed m

Edia

A fascinating, inspirational and intimate 
view into a working artist’s life in London. 
Accompanied by his notes, observations and 
advice for developing your own sketching, this 
book is an inspiring window into the artist's 
creative process.

 » Discover Adebanji's unique vision of 
contemporary urban life

 » High profile, active and multiple award-
winning author-artist

 » Adebanji's notes provide a revealing window 
into his methods.

Addictive – An Artist’s Sketchbook
Adebanji Alade

November 2020 • 9781782218739 • $29.95/$35.95 CAN 
 Spiralbound paperback • 8 1/2 x 8 1/2 in • 288 pages 

Insight into the creative process of Adebanji Alade

Also by the author: 
The Addictive Sketcher 9781782215820

Adebanji Alade is the Vice President of The 
Royal Institute of Oil Painters. He presents art 
documentaries on the UK's BBC's The One 
Show.

Rob Wareing has built a formidable 
international reputation as a portrait artist. This 
is his first book, and here he draws on over 
forty years' experience to provide a complete 
guide to painting portraits in oils.

 » Clear, step-by-step demonstrations
 » Discover how to pose and light the sitter, 

and how to prepare your work area before 
you start painting

 » This book provides both an expert guide to 
portrait painting and a unique insight into 
the working methods of one of the world's 
leading portrait painters.

Painting Portraits in Oils
Rob Wareing

February 2021 • 9781782217961 • 31.95/$36.95 CAN  
Hardcover dust jacket • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 160 pages 

Capturing character from life

Rob Wareing currently divides his time between 
the UK and South Africa. He is highly sought-after 
as a demonstrator and tutor and spends a large 
part of the UK summer and autumn demonstrating 
his skills at various art societies as well as hosting 
hands-on portrait painting workshops. 

Related titles: 
Beginner’s Guide to Drawing Portraits 9781782217954
Drawing & Painting Portraits in Watercolour 9781782210917
Painting Portraits in Acrylics 9781782215813
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Explore exciting new ways of using graphite, 
charcoal and mixed media to create dramatic 
landscape drawings, under the expert tutelage 
of Robert Dutton.

 » This is the first book in a brand new series!
 » Ideal for artists who want to loosen up 

their style and experiment with innovative 
techniques

 » Robert Dutton is one of the UK’s best-
known and respected contemporary fine 
artists.

The Innovative Artist:  
Drawing Dramatic Landscapes
Robert Dutton
New ideas and innovative techniques using mixed media

March 2021 • 9781782217589 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN 
Paperback flexi • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 160 pages 

Related titles: 
David Bellamy’s Landscapes through the Seasons  
   in Watercolour 9781782218999
Watercolour Landscapes Step-by-Step 9781782210849
Drawing Landscapes 9781782218371

Robert Dutton exhibits throughout the UK with 
a wide range of prestigious galleries. His work can 
be found in numerous public and private collections 
throughout the UK, Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand and the USA. He regularly contributes to 
The Artist magazine.

Previously announced as August 2020

A complete beginner's guide to drawing 
portraits, from a best-selling author. Pastel 
pencils, watersoluble pencils and pastels take 
their place alongside pen, pencil and charcoal.

 » Contains simple exercises along with longer 
step-by-step projects

 » Composition, clothing, props and more 
personal characteristics like age and hairstyles 
are all covered

 » Includes material from Carole’s Drawing 
Masterclass: Portraits (11,000 copies sold).

Beginner’s Guide to Drawing Portraits
Carole Massey

February 2021 • 9781782217954 • 19.95 /$23.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 144 pages 

After a career in advertising and graphic design, 
Carole Massey returned to her first love, painting, 
full-time. Carole's work is exhibited widely, and 
she is particularly known for her celebrity portraits, 
mostly inspired by photographs. She uses a wide 
variety of media including acrylic, watercolour, 
pastel, pencil and monochrome.

Also by the author: 
Drawing for the Absolute Beginner 9781782214557
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Artists of all skill levels will find much to inspire 
them in this detailed and practical guide to 
drawing landscapes.

 » Includes six step-by-step projects and 
numerous examples of the artist's work

 » A comprehensive guide to drawing 
landscapes from a well-respected artist

 » A new, redesigned edition of the best-selling 
Drawing Masterclass: Landscapes.

 
Drawing LaNdscapes
Margaret Eggleton

February 2021 • 9781782218371 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 112 pages

In the same series: 
Drawing Trees & Flowers 9781782218302

Margaret Eggleton has been drawing and 
painting almost all her life and now enjoys working 
in various media. All her art work has a strong 
emphasis on drawing. She was a school teacher for 
many years and now teaches adult classes. 

A detailed, comprehensive guide to drawing 
trees and flowers which will inspire, instruct 
and give you the confidence to tackle more 
advanced techniques.

 » For artists of all skill levels
 » Includes step-by-step projects and numerous 

examples of the artists' work
 » A compilation of material previously 

published in Drawing Masterclass: Flowers and 
Trees, which have between them sold over 
12,000 copies.

 
Drawing Trees & Flowers
Margaret Eggleton & Denis John-Naylor

Decemmber 2020 • 9781782218302 • $23.95/$28.95 CAN   
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 208 pages 

In the same series: 
Drawing Landscapes 9781782218371

Previously announced as August 2020
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Draw 28 amazingly cute kawaii-style animals in 
just eight easy stages.

 » Kawaii is a hot trend that's sweeping the 
globe

 » Start with simple shapes and build to full-
colour drawings

 » Suitable for both adults and children
 » Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, 

which has sold over 900,000 copies.

 
How to Draw: Kawaii Animals
Yishan Li

In simple steps

October 2020 • 9781782219187 • $9.95/$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 32 pages 

Yishan Li is a professional manga artist who lives 
in Shanghai. She has been drawing manga since 
1998, when she was in high school, and she has 
subsequently been published internationally.

Related titles: 
How to Draw: Kawaii 9781782218906
How to Draw: Kawaii Girls & Boys 9781782219194
How to Draw: Manga Chibis 9781782213444
Kawaii: How to Draw Really Cute Animals 9781782216599

Learn how to draw the main genres of manga 
characters from scratch with this fantastic 
guide.

 » Suitable for beginners to more advanced 
artists

 » Includes clear step-by-step instructions, with 
10 exercises

 » Discover the main genres of manga: kodomo, 
shonen, shojo and seinen.

Mega Manga Characters
Sergi Càmara & Vanessa Durán
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MEGA MANGA CHARACTERS 

Applying a base colour to her skin
Repeat the process detailed in step 3. Remember to let the 
inked lines guide your work; i.e., try not to overlay and blur 
them with layers of colour. If you see that this is going to be 
difficult, you can always choose to apply colours first and ink 
the lines once your gouache is completely dry.

Inking with different colours
Ink the figure, using sepia for all the lines except those 
around the eyes, which you should ink with black to 
make them stand out from the rest of her features. Use 
your marker pens confidently and without hesitation. 
Keep your lines consistent, otherwise the final result 
can be adversely affected. Of course, you could always 
use a medium other than marker pen; it’s always good 
to practise different inking techniques.

Applying a base colour to  
her clothes
Remember that your spot colours 
will only be effective (opaque or 
bold) if you load your paintbrush 
with the correct solution of water 
and gouache; it must not be too 
heavily diluted or too thick. Paint 
one area and leave it to it dry 
before applying a new colour.

Inking in multiple 
colours gives your 
characters a much 

softer appearance. Try 
this wherever you think 

it might be effective.

Ex
er

ci
se

 5

KODOMO CHARACTERS

Using shadow to  
create volume

Always remember that gouache is a 
screening layer. This means that if you want 
your shading to stand out, you must use a 
slightly darker layer of the base colour. You 
can also use the same base colour with 
other techniques (such as watercolour), 
but you may need several applications to 
achieve this darkening effect.

Colouring the rest of the character
Complete the colouring process. Try to choose colours 
that contrast with her dress, as this will make the 
finished article more attractive. You can also work in a 
range of shades of the same colour and although the 
result will be less varied chromatically, you can still 
achieve an engaging end result.

Finishing touches
To further enhance and add more volume to 
the character, apply some lighter tones over 
the areas you have already coloured. Use a 
paintbrush and white gouache, taking great 
care which areas you choose to apply these 
finishing touches.

November 2020 • 9781782219170 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN  
Paperback • 7 x 10 in • 128 pages

128 MEGA MANGA CHARACTERS

Related titles: 
How to Draw: Manga 9781782214724
How to Draw: Manga Chibis 9781782213444
Manga Now! How to Draw Action Figures 9781782210788 
Manga The Mega Guide 9781782210764
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For our complete list go to www.searchpressusa.comThe world's finest art and craft books

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

January 2021 • 9781782218715 • $9.95/$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 32 pages

Learn to draw 28 different breathtaking African 
animals from scratch in six easy steps.

 » Create all your favourite African animals, 
including the 'Big Five'

 » Perfect for absolute beginners or any artist 
wanting to improve their drawing skills

 » Easy-to-follow step-by-step drawing method 
takes you from simple shapes to realistic 
drawings in a few easy stages.

 
How to Draw: African Animals
Jonathan Newey
In simple steps

Jonathan Newey is an award-winning artist with 
extensive experience in many drawing and painting 
mediums including coloured pencil.

Related titles: 
How to Draw: Animals 9781844486649
How to Draw: Polar Animals 9781782218708
Drawing Animals 9781782217190
The Field Guide to Drawing & 
   Sketching Animals 9781782215127

Yishan Li is a professional manga artist who lives 
in Shanghai. She has been drawing manga since 
1998, when she was in high school, and she has 
subsequently been published internationally.

Draw 28 fun and cute kawaii-style characters in 
just eight simple steps.

 » Anything can be drawn in the cute kawaii 
style!

 » Draw adorable girls and boys from all walks 
of life in just a few simple steps - from 
waiters and doctors to princesses and fairies

 » This book is suitable for adults and children 
of all ages and abilities

 » Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, 
which has sold over 900,000 copies.

 
How to Draw: Kawaii Girls and Boys
Yishan Li

October 2020 • 9781782219194 • $9.95/$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 32 pages 

Related titles: 
Draw Great Characters 9781782218074
How to Draw: Kawaii 9781782218906
How to Draw: Kawaii Animals 9781782219187
How to Draw: Manga Chibis 9781782213444

In simple steps
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Art: Draw
ing & Sketching

Get started with learning calligraphy in this 
portable, easy introduction.

 » Four classic alphabets are included for 
readers to explore

 » Pocket-sized book ideal for easy reference 
and portability

 » Based on a guide produced by William 
Mitchell, designers and manufacturers of 
premium calligraphy products.

 
Pocket Guide to Calligraphy
Joy Daniels & Nicola Dunn

December 2020 • 9781782218159 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN 
Paperback • 6 1/5 x 8 1/5 in• 64 pages 

Prompts, tutorials and practice pages

Related titles: 
Celtic Calligraphy 9781782210016
Decorated Lettering 9781782211556

Previously announced as August 2020

Learn to draw 28 different inspiring polar 
animals from scratch in six easy steps.

 » There are 28 different animals to create
 » Each project starts with a few basic outlines 

and progresses into a finished tonal drawing
 » Draw all your favourite polar animals, 

including whales, owls, seals, penguins, 
reindeer, puffins and of course the iconic 
polar bear

 » Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, 
which has sold over 900,000 copies.

 
How to Draw: Polar Animals
Jonathan Newey
In simple steps

January 2021 • 9781782218708 • $9.95/$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 32 pages

Jonathan Newey is an award-winning artist with 
extensive experience in many drawing and painting 
mediums including coloured pencil.

Related titles: 
How to Draw: African Animals 9781782218715
How to Draw: Animals 9781844486649
Drawing Animals 9781782217190
The Field Guide to Drawing & 
   Sketching Animals 9781782215127
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Debbie Shore’s Sewing Room Secrets:  
Essential Skills for Dressmakers
Debbie Shore March 2021 • 9781782217473 • $16.95/$20.95 CAN

 Paperback • 8 x 10 1/4 in • 96 pages 

Top tips and techniques for successful sewing

In the same series:
Machine Sewing 9781782213369
Quilting 9781782215479

Packed with key skills and friendly know-how, 
this essential guide is ideal for anyone taking 
their first steps into dressmaking.

 » Latest title from best-selling sewing superstar, 
Debbie Shore

 » Discover all the essential skills a budding 
dressmaker needs to get started

 » Includes 10 projects for adapting or 
repurposing pre-loved clothes

 » Debbie Shore sales total over 500,000 
copies.

Debbie Shore is a best-selling and award-winning 
author. She has developed her own range of fabrics, 
designed her own patterns, writes for several 
popular sewing magazines and has written over 20 
books for Search Press. She was the winner of Craft 
Influencer of the Year and Social Media Influencer 
of  
the Year in the British Sewing Awards 2019 and 
2020.

 
Sewing for the Absolute Beginner
Caroline Smith

December 2020 • 9781782217794 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 
Paperback flexi • 7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in • 192 pages 

A clear and easy-to-follow beginner's guide 
from sewing expert Caroline Smith, with 25 
exciting sewing projects.

 » A great beginner's guide to sewing
 » Contains 25 exciting projects including an 

apron, curtains, pillows, tablecloths and much 
more

 » Clear, step-by-step photography and  
no-nonsense, easy-to-follow text

 » A new edition of a best-selling title which has 
sold over 7,000 copies.

Related titles: 
Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets:  
   Machine Sewing 9781782213369
A Beginner's Guide to Machine Sewing 9781844489961
Girl with a Sewing Machine 9781782214564

Previously announced as August 2020

Caroline Smith is a writer and editor who has 
extensive experience in lifestyle publishing. Her 
areas of expertise include needlecraft, cookery, 
gardening and DIY. Caroline lives in Surrey, UK.
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Love to Sew
Various

October 2020 • 9781782217923 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN
 Paperback /Flexi• 7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in • 208 pages • All rights free

60 stunning accessories to make for you and your home

Packed with 60 gorgeous projects from the 
Love to Sew series, this bumper book will give 
you all the inspiration you need to get creative, 
bust that stash and make wonderful items for 
your home or for friends and family.

 » Step-by-step instructions, with supporting 
photographs and illustrations

 » The book contains all the templates needed, 
along with a handy techniques section

 » Choose from practical items such as coasters, 
a wall tidy, a door stop and a tablet case, 
to beautiful, decorative pillows, cosy, warm 
quilts and practical, stylish bags

 » Life sales of the Love to Sew series are in 
excess of 200,000 copies.

Related titles:
Take Two Fat Quarters: Home 9781782217312 
Take Two Fat Quarters: Gifts 9781782217329
Sewing for the Absolute Beginner 9781782217794
Half YardTM Gifts 9781782211501

 
Your Skirt, Your Way
Jenniffer Taylor

November 2020 • 9781782215936 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

Draft your block, choose your shape, customize your own design!

This brilliantly simple book teaches you exactly 
how to design and create your own gorgeous, 
unique skirts, with no need for shop-bought 
patterns.

 » Start by creating your own block using just 
four body measurements

 » Clear step-by-step photography and easy-to-
follow instructions

 » The book contains ten inspiring skirt options 
to get you started

 » Fill your wardrobe with an array of gorgeous 
skirts that fit you perfectly and suit your style!

Jenniffer Taylor's sewing journey began with 
her ultimate project: to design and make her 
own wedding dress. Her husband Kirk recognized 
her passion and, after he secretly submitted an 
application for her, she appeared as a contestant 
on the second series of The Great British Sewing 
Bee in 2014.

Also by the author: 
Girl with a Sewing Machine 9781782214564

Previously announced as September 2020
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RSN  Essential Stitch Guides: Stumpwork
Kate Sinton

February 2021 • 9781782219231 • $17.95 /$21.95 CAN
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 96 pages

Large format edition

A new, large format edition of the Royal School 
of Needlework's must-have stitch guide to 
stumpwork.

 » Contains detailed, step-by-step guidance on 
over 30 stitches

 » Includes an introduction to the RSN and a 
brief history of stumpwork

 » Discover the materials and equipment you 
need; how to design your own stumpwork 
embroidery; framing up; and positioning and 
transferring your design.

In the same series:
Crewelwork 9781782219224
Whitework 9781782219217

After graduating from the RSN in 2002, Kate 
Sinton worked as a freelance embroiderer and 
artist. As well as continuing to teach a variety of 
classes at the RSN she worked with visiting textile 
lecturers at the British Museum.

 
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Crewelwork
Jacqui McDonald

February 2021 • 9781782219224 • $17.95/$21.95  CAN
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 96 pages

Large format edition

A new, large format edition of the Royal School 
of Needlework's essential stitch guide to 
crewelwork.

 » Contains detailed, step-by-step guidance on 
over 40 stitches, including filling, outline and 
surface stitches

 » Includes both traditional and contemporary 
examples of crewelwork

 » Discover sections on materials, equipment, 
design, and the history of crewelwork.

Jacqui McDonald's background lies in the 
conservation and restoration of antiquities and she 
spent seven years caring for the contents of some 
of the most beautiful houses in the National Trust. 
It was here that her passion for embroidery was 
born.

In the same series:
Stumpwork 9781782219231
Whitework 9781782219217
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Punch Needle Embroidery for Beginners
Lucy Davidson

November 2020 • 9781782218647 • $17.95/$21.95 CAN 
Paperback with pattern sheet • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 224 pages 

Punch needle embroidery is back! It’s a simple 
technique that involves nothing more than a 
punch needle – like a normal sewing needle, 
but with a handle and an aperture at the tip.

 » A popular, traditional craft brought right up 
to date with stunning designs

 » Ideal for absolute beginners as well as 
experienced crafters looking for new ideas

 » Includes 12 projects ordered from simple 
to more complex, steadily incorporating 
different punch needle techniques and 
finishes

 » Pattern sheet with full-size templates for all 
the projects are included.

Related titles:
Yarn Hooking 9781782215332 
Needle Weaving Techniques for  
   Hand Embroidery 9781782215172 

Previously announced as July 2020

Lucy Davidson is a freelance graphic designer 
who teaches punch needle, weaving and macramé 
in workshops across the UK and in Europe. She 
also runs her own craft and lifestyle blog, Peas & 
Needles.

 
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Whitework
Lizzy Lansberry

February 2021 • 9781782219217 • $17.95/$21.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 96 pages

Large format edition

A new, large format edition of the Royal School 
of Needlework's essential stitch guide to 
whitework.

 » Contains detailed guidance on over 35 
stitches, including pulled thread, surface 
stitches, eyelets, drawn thread and cutwork

 » Each stitch is clearly illustrated with step-
by-step photography, along with expert 
instruction on how to form the stitch

 »  Includes numerous traditional and 
contemporary examples of this classic form 
of embroidery.

In the same series:
Stumpwork 9781782219231

Whitework 9781782219217

Lizzy Lansberry graduated from the RSN in 
2009. During her time there, it became clear that 
her passion was for fine, detailed embroidery and 
whitework in particular.
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Embroiderers’ Guild Transfers Collection
Dr Annette Collinge

April 2021 • 9781782217206 • $40.00/$45.00 CAN  
Hardback folder with 128-page paperback book and 96-page book of iron-on transfers • 8 1/2 x 11 in 

80 original designs to transfer & stitch

An important collection of beautiful, historically 
significant iron-on transfer designs from the 
Embroiderers' Guild.

 » Contains a collection of 80 original iron-on 
transfer designs from the Embroiderers' 
Guild archives

 » Showcases 24 beautifully-worked examples 
as inspiration

 » Includes a guide to 17 embroidery stitches 
with instructions and diagrams.

Also by the author: 
Embroidered Treasures: Animals 9781782211358
Embroidered Treasures: Birds 9781782211327
Embroidered Treasures: Flowers 9781782211310

Annette Collinge has had a lifelong interest 
in embroidery. She is a life member of The 
Embroiderers’ Guild, and has been a Branch 
Chairman, Regional Chairman and Trustee of the 
Guild.

 
Embroidered Birds and their Habitats
Judy Wilford

April 2021 • 9781782217664 • $31.95 /$36.95 CAN
Hardback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

A stunning, high-level embroidery book on 
birds, by Judy Wilford, one the world’s leading 
embroiderers.

 » Includes a variety of designs featuring layering 
and surface stitching

 » Features a useful glossary of all the stitches 
used in the book

 » Provides instruction on a wide range of 
techniques, including working both on- and 
off-frame.

Judy Wilford is a well-regarded tutor throughout 
Australia and New Zealand. Her unique 
embroideries draw on years of personal study and 
practice.

Related titles:
Embroidered Treasures: Birds 9781782211327
Crewel Birds 9781782218340 
Stitched Textiles: Birds 9781844489886
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The Textile Artist: Expressive Stitches
Jan Dowson

February 2021 • 9781782217503 • $29.95/$34.95 CAN
Paperback flexi with flaps • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

A ‘no-rules’ guide to creating original textile art

Transform your ideas on creative fabric 
embellishment for textile art that's full of 
meaning and astounding texture, in this 
inspiring book by award-winning textile art 
tutor and artist Jan Dowson.

 » Includes three step-by-step projects
 » Illustrations clearly explain stitching and 

mixed-media techniques
 » Guidance from Jan on how to take an idea 

through to a beautifully stitched design
 » Showcases mixed-media textile art that 

combines traditional stitching techniques with 
other media to create incredible designs.

In the same series:
Layered Cloth 9781782213345
Layered and Stitched Pictures 9781782215134
The Art of Felting & Silk Ribbon Embroidery 9781782214427
Small Art Quilts 9781782214502
The Seasons in Silk Ribbon Embroidery 9781782216551

Award-winning textile art tutor and artist Jan 
Dowson has over 20 years of teaching experience 
in the UK. She won the prestigious Beryl Dean 
National Teaching Award in 2015, and was the 
2014/15 winner of the UK’s City & Guild’s Gold 
Medal of Excellence.

 
Trish Burr’s Embroidery Transfers
Trish Burr

October 2020 • 9781782219033 • $16.95 /$19.95 CAN
Paperback incl. iron-on transfers • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 64 pages 

This fantastic resource book contains over 70 
of Trish Burr's fabulous embroidery designs.

 » The book contains designs from world-
renowned and best-selling embroiderer Trish 
Burr

 » Includes all of the embroideries in Trish's 
previous four best-selling embroidery books: 
Needle Painting Embroidery, Colour Confidence 
in Embroidery, Miniature Needle Painting 
Embroidery and Whitework with Colour plus 
some bonus designs

 » Designs are provided on iron-on transfer 
paper, which is easy to use, store then reuse 
multiple times.

Over 70 iron-on designs

Also by the author: 
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers  
   (Folder edition) 9781782216421

Trish Burr is a self-taught embroiderer who 
hungrily consumes all aspects of this fine craft. 
Through research and practice she has developed 
her own individual technique of surface embroidery.

Previously announced as July 2020
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Napkin Folding
Marie Claire Idées

October 2020 • 9781782217619 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN  
Paperback • 7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in • 160 pages

40 ideas for original table settings

Learn 40 fabulous napkin folding designs for an 
elegant dinner table.

 » Something to suit every occasion, formal or 
informal

 » Includes 40 fabulous designs 
 » Clear step-by-step instructions and folding 

diagrams.

Related titles:
Half YardTM Home 9781782211082
Take Two Fat Quarters: Home 9781782217312

 
Cloth Doll Faces
Ray Slater

February 2021 • 9781782213079 • $29.95/$35.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 144 pages 

A practical guide to creating character and expression

Discover techniques and ideas to creating cloth 
doll faces filled with personality in this book 
by leading international dollmaker and textile 
artist, Ray Slater.

 » Illustrated step-by-step instructions for every 
type of doll face, including how to make ears, 
hair and beards

 » Includes three basic doll body patterns – 
male, female and collage

 » Templates for tracing doll faces and bodies 
are included.

Ray Slater studied Embroidered Textiles at 
Goldsmiths College and Theatre Costume at 
Croydon College of Art before working in theatre, 
film and television. She curated an exhibition of 
cloth dolls from the US, Canada, Australia and the 
UK in 2003, and is now one of the UK’s leading 
teachers of dollmaking.

Related titles:
How to Make Cloth Dolls 9781782217862

Making Fantasy Cloth Dolls 9781844487653
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Yarn Spinning with a Modern Twist
Vanessa Kroening

April 2021 • 9781782217947 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

A beginner’s guide to hand spinning using a drop spindle

A beginner's guide to the art of spinning your 
own fabulous yarn using a drop spindle.

 » An accessible introduction to drop-spindle 
spinning for fibre artists, knitters, crocheters, 
felters and weavers that will inspire and 
delight all who read it 

 » Learn how to dye and ply your yarn and how 
to add beads, sequins and other elements

 » Discover how you can spin your own yarn 
without needing to use an expensive wheel.

Vanessa Kroening is an expert in spinning with 
a drop spindle. She has exhibited at craft and 
fibre shows such as The British Wool Show, Kirstie 
Allsopp’s Handmade Fair, Yarnporium and Textiles 
East and now exhibits at yarn shows in the US.

This original and exciting guide to lace is a 
visual feast of inspiring step-by-step projects. 
Find plenty to encourage you to experiment, 
inspire you with handy tips, and provide 
sources for further inspiration.

 » A practical exploration of lace and how to 
use it 

 » Packed full of inspiring projects and some 
basic lace-making techniques for beginners

 » A unique book on a trendy subject, 
for textile artists, fashion designers and 
embroiderers.

 
Lace Reimagined
Elizabeth Healey

October 2020 • 9781782217428 • US $19.95/$23.95 CAN
Paperback • 8 x 10 1/4 in • 128 pages 

30 inspiring projects for making and using lace creatively

Also by the author: 
Stitch, Fabric & Thread 9781782212850

Elizabeth Healey originally trained as a graphic 
designer at the London College of Printing. For as 
long as she can remember she has made things. 
She is particularly interested in utility stitching and 
tries to use recycled textiles wherever possible, in 
a way that  
looks fresh, modern and urban.

Previously announced as July 2020
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Over a dozen Scandi-inspired garments and 
accessories to make for boys and girls aged 
3–9.

 » Crash course in essential knitting techniques 
included 

 » Classic Nordic design with a modern twist – 
ideal for young wearers

 » Colourwork patterns include a colour chart 
with corresponding written instructions

 » Projects to knit for all-year-round
 » Monica's books have sold in excess of 92,000 

copies globally.

 
Nordic Knits for Children
Monica Russel

April 2021 2021 • 9781782218203 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN  
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

Monica Russel is a best-selling Search Press 
author. She attends many craft and knitting fairs 
and has had numerous patterns featured in knitting 
magazines and books.

Also by the author: 
Fair Isle Knitting 9781782215806
Head-to-Toe Winter Knits 9781782216087

15 cute & cosy knits for ages 3 to 9

 
Making Felt Hats
Bobbi Heath

March 2021 • 9781782218265 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN 
Paperback • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 80 pages 

A beginner’s guide to sewing and shaping felt hats

Learn how to make and embellish six gorgeous 
felt hats that will perfectly complement any 
outfit, including a fabulous floppy hat, cloche, 
bucket, pill box, cap and button.

 » Aimed at beginners and novice hat makers
 » Save money by making a hat to match your 

outfit
 » Easy-to-understand techniques section
 » Includes inspiration and step-by-step 

guidance.

Bobbi Heath is a couture milliner. In 1997, 
she started Chic Chapeau, a bespoke millinery 
business which also offers one-to-one tuition, group 
workshops and hen parties.

Related titles:
20 to Crochet: Crocheted Beanies 9781782210009
20 to Knit: Knitted Hats 9781782214533
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Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & Crochet20 cute and cuddly dressed-up knitted bears to 
make with easy patterns and charming outfits!

 » Includes 20 charming patterns for cute bears 
including a firefighter bear, an astronaut, a 
judo bear, biker, waitress and police officer! 

 » Projects are accompanied by a clear, easy-to-
follow pattern and fun photography

 » Previous Knitted Bears book sold over 
104,000 copies

 » Part of the re-launched, best-selling Twenty to 
Make series with over 2 million copies sold.

 
20 to Knit: Dressed-up Bears
Val Pierce

February 2021 • 9781782218951 • $9.95 /$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 6 x 8 1/2 in • 48 pages 

Val Pierce is a keen knitter and crocheter. Her 
passion for yarn began when she was a child, and 
over the years she has worked for other designers 
as well as large yarn companies. She teaches 
knitting and crochet, and regularly has her work 
published in crafting magazines.

Also by the author: 
20 to Knit: Knitted Bears 9781844484829
20 to Crochet: Crocheted Granny Squares 9781844488193
20 to Knit: Knitted Baby Bootees 9781844486410
Knitted Rabbits 9781782217282

Fall in love with these oversized toys, then knit 
them all, including three mini versions.

 » Instructions are included to make the full-size 
versions of Robyn Octopus, Mabel Bunny 
and friends, including three babies

 » Crafters need just basic knitting skills to make 
these loveable toys out of chunky yarn

 » Comprehensive knitting techniques section
 » Claire Gelder is well-known from BBC's 

Dragons' Den. Her first book Mabel Bunny & 
Co. has already sold over 10,000 copies since 
publication in September 2019.

 
Robyn Octopus & Friends
Claire Gelder

October 2020 • 9781782218692 • $19.95 /$23.95 CAN 
Paperback with flaps • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 144 pages 

17 loveable animals to knit using chunky yarn

Also by the author: 
Mabel Bunny & Co. 9781782217336

Claire Gelder has been crafting for relaxation 
and fun for over 20 years. In 2015, she left her 
career as an NHS Director to launch her new 
business, Wool Couture, which specializes in 
knitting, crocheting, weaving and macrame.
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Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & CrochetDiscover 15 delightful patterns to make a 
wide variety of flowering and other crocheted 
succulents in pots.

 » Includes 15 different designs based on real 
species

 » Quick and easy projects for crocheters of all 
abilities

 » Make perfect gifts for friends and family!

 
Stylish Succulents to Crochet
Sarah Abbondio

December 2020 • 9781782219019 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN  
Hardback • 7 x 7 in • 48 pages

15 colourful cactuses and other pot plants to make for your home

Also by the author: 
Crocheted Cactuses 9781782217084

Mini Amigurumi Animals 9781782219163

Sarah Abbondio's interest in crochet started 
when her daughter was born and she wanted to 
create a unique toy for her. She taught herself to 
crochet and it has been her primary hobby ever 
since.

26 fabulously cute tiny amigurumi animals to 
crochet and hang on keyrings, bags and phones.

 » 26 easy patterns to choose from
 » Quick and easy to make with very small 

amounts of yarn
 » Projects have multiple uses and can be hung 

on bags and phones.

 
Mini Amigurumi Animals
Sarah Abbondio

December 2020 • 9781782219163 • $11.95/$13.95 CAN  
Hardback • 7 x 7in • 48 pages

26 tiny creatures to crochet

Also by the author: 
Crocheted Cactuses 9781782217084

Stylish Succulents to Crochet 9781782219019

Sarah Abbondio's interest in crochet started 
when her daughter was born and she wanted to 
create a unique toy for her. She taught herself to 
crochet and it has been her primary hobby ever 
since.
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Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & CrochetCrochet 20 adorable, amigurumi-style toys and 
animals that are both easy and fun to make.

 » Includes 20 fun crochet projects 
 » Quick and easy to make using scraps of yarn 
 » Only one size of crochet hook is needed, 

making these tiny creations ideal for on-the-
go crocheting

 » Part of the re-launched, best-selling Twenty 
to Make series with over 2 million copies sold

 » Sachiyo's books have sold in excess of 
125,000 copies globally.

 
20 to Crochet: Tiny Toys to Crochet
Sachiyo Ishii

December 2020 • 9781782218586 • $9.95 /$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 6 x 8 1/2 in • 48 pages 

Also by the author: 
Pocket Pompoms 9781782217237
20 to Knit: Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit 9781782215363
20 to Knit: Tiny Toys to Knit 9781782212522
20 to Knit: Pocket Pets 9781782216957
Mini Knitted Cosmos 9781782215356

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She 
was a money broker on Wall Street and in London 
before discovering the joy of handicraft after her 
second son was born.  
She teaches crochet, knitting, doll making, wet and 
dry felting, sewing and spinning, among other crafts. 
She has authored a number of best-selling titles for 
Search Press.

Previously announced as September 2020

20 fabulously cute amigurumi, kawaii-style 
crocheted Christmas projects to make.

 » Techniques section to explain amigurumi 
basics 

 » 20 fantastic projects to crochet in amigurumi 
style

 » Projects are quick and easy to crochet and 
use only small amounts of yarn

 » Kawaii is a hot trend that's sweeping the 
globe. 

 
Amigurumi Christmas
Sarah-Jane Hicks

September 2020 • 9781782219071 • $16.95 /$19.95 CAN 
Paperback • 27 1/2 x 9 1/4 in • 96 pages 

20 super-cute kawaii crochet projects for the festive season

Sarah-Jane Hicks has always enjoyed crochet 
and crafting in her spare time. Previously she 
worked as a tax adviser and is now a freelance 
crochet designer. She has had patterns published in 
various popular craft and crochet magazines.

Related titles:
20 to Knit: Mini Christmas Knits 9781844487226 
Mini Knitted Christmas 9781782211563
20 to Knit: Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit 9781782215363
20 to Crochet: Mini Christmas Crochet 9781844487400
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One-Tier Party Cakes
Lindy Smith

October 2020 • 9781782217497 • $25.95/$30.95 CAN  
Paperback flexi • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 144 pages 

12 stunning cakes for special occasions

Create 12 intricately designed, single-tier cakes 
for a variety of occasions.

 » Includes 12 unique design, ranging from 
birthday to winter celebration cakes

 » Features templates that can be traced onto 
the cakes themselves

 » Lindy Smith is a high-profile, top-selling 
cake decorating author with a wealth of 
experience in publishing and cake craft.

Lindy Smith runs a successful business making 
celebration cakes. She is a British Sugarcraft Guild 
accredited demonstrator and holds workshops to 
share her techniques and experience. 

Related titles:
Cake Decorating for Beginners 9781782217541
Vintage Cake Decorations Made Easy 9781782213789
The Kew Book of Sugar Flowers 9781782214960

20 to Craft: Kawaii Charms in Polymer Clay
Ruth Thompson

January 2021 • 9781782218968 • $9.95/$11.95 CAN 
Paperback • 6 x 8 1/2 in • 48 pages

Kawaii is becoming the ultimate buzzword for 
all things cute and miniature! Create 20 tiny 
food-themed trinkets from polymer clay.

 » Polymer clay is easily attainable and simple to 
mould and sculpt

 » Kawaii is a hot topic globally 
 » Author Ruth Thompson has a hugely popular 

YouTube channel, Kawaii Studios
 » Part of the re-launched, best-selling Twenty to 

Make series with over 2 million copies sold.

Ruth Thompson specializes in polymer clay 
charms and jewellery and has been working with 
clay for over 10 years. She created a YouTube 
channel and social media accounts to post tutorials 
and share her creations, and has hundreds of 
thousands of followers across multiple platforms.
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Quick and Easy Cake Toppers
Search Press Studio

October 2020 • 9781782218043 • $16.95/$19.95 CAN 
Paperback flexi • 7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in • 240 pages

100 little sugar decorations to make

Make your homemade cakes extra special by 
adding a hand-crafted cake topper!

 » 100 quick and easy cake toppers for all 
occasions

 » A handy tools and techniques section 
explains the basic skills you need

 » Projects all selected from the best-selling 20 
to Make series.

In the same series:
Quick and Easy Knits 9781782218029
Quick and Easy Crochet 9781782218036
Quick and Easy Christmas 9781782217930

Previously announced as July 2020

 
Modern Gingerbread
Sandra Monger

October 2020 • 9781782216735 • $19.95/$23.95 CAN 
Paperback flexi • 8 1/2 x 11 in • 128 pages 

15 inspiring new designs for bakes and cakes

See gingerbread in a whole new light with these 
15 exciting, contemporary baking projects.

 » Sandra Monger’s previous title Modern Cake 
Decorator: Using Cutters on Cakes was a 
bestseller

 » Book includes 15 templates
 » Features recipes for making traditional, 

gluten-free, coloured or scented gingerbread 
as well as decorative icing

 » Projects include cookies, sharing squares,  a 
wreath, a gingerbread street, gift boxes and a 
gingerbread wedding cake! 

In 2000, Sandra Monger left her job as a 
registered nurse to follow her life-long passion for 
baking and cake decoration. In 2012, she was 
named Celebration Cake Maker of the Year at the 
British Baking Industry Awards.

Also by the author: 
Using Cutters on Cakes 9781782210337
Cake Decorating for Beginners 9781782217541

Previously announced as July 2020
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A beginner's step-by-step guide to creating 
beautiful silver jewellery.

 » Seven step-by-step projects to guide the 
reader through the process of making their 
own silver jewellery pieces

 » Each project demonstrates key silver 
jewellery making techniques and is 
accompanied by handy hints, methods to 
follow and troubleshooting tips

 » Silver Jewellery Making can be studied 
and followed at home, or as the perfect 
accompaniment to classes and courses.

 
Silver Jewellery Making
Machi de Waard & Janet Richardson

March 2021 • 9781782217350 • $25.95 /$30.95 CAN
Paperback flexi • 7 1/2 x 9 3/4 in • 192 pages 

A complete step-by-step course for beginners

Related titles:
How to Make Resin Jewellery 9781782213376 

Previously announced as September 2020
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